
OVERVIEW

The Rotary Drum Vacuum, one of the earliest technologies for filtration, was first developed 
to aid the wastewater industry in the 1960s. Its introduction into the wine industry came 
some 20 years later. While plate-and-frame filtration has historically been the way to filter 
out lees, the rotary drum vacuum is superior in speed, production and resultant quality. 

PROCESS

The Rotary Drum Vacuum fuses diatomaceous earth (DE) and/or Perlite vacuum 
filtration to create an efficient and effective process for removing lees and other solids. 
Winetech’s internal pump model picks up minimal oxygen, providing maximum return. 
Wine is pulled from within the vacuum’s rotating drum, which is coated with DE filtration 
media, and into the base of the machine. The drum rotates, with its vacuum pulling 
wine slowly through the porous material and into a clean tank. The exhausted DE on the 
drum’s edge is sloughed off by a stationary blade and ushered via conveyer belt into 
waiting waste bins. 

EQUIPMENT

Constructed entirely of stainless steel, Winetech’s internal pump rotary vacuum filter 
can be effectively sanitized, ensuring a clean application every time. Winetech’s 
technology allows for minimum oxygen pickup.

QUALITY CONTROL: Clarity level evaluation.

LEES FILTRATION



•Rotary drum vacuum filter, 10 sq. Meters
•Fully stainless steel filter that is thoroughly sterilized before use
•Internal submerged pump that moves extracted filtered wine preventing oxidation

•Removal of large amounts of yeast and other solids
•Stop fermentation of sweet wines
•Filtration of light and heavy lees 
 - Juice lees 
 - Barrel lees 
 - Bentonite and other fining agent lees 
 - Tank lees after first and second racking

•All components, materials and chemicals are FDA approved
•TTB compliant

•Hourly production: 300 - 1,000 gal / hour
•Oxygen pick up: very low
•Recovery rate: 65%-95% (white and juice lees)            
                  40%-70% (Red lees)
•Cleaning agent: sodium / potassium hydroxide
•All equipment is sanitized after each use

•Power: Dedicated receptacle within 100 feet

    •208-240 Volts tri- phase  60 Amp 
    •460-480 Volts tri- phase  30 Amp
•Receptacle: Hubbell style three poles + ground 30A 480V / 60A 480V/ 60A 240V 
 NO HARD WIRING will be done by our filter technicians. We can sell the 
 receptacle to be installed by your contractor. We will not perform the 
 service without the necessary receptacle in place.
•Water: Within 70 feet with 3/4” garden hose fitting
•Tanks: Wine tank within 70’ with tri Clover fitting (above ground level), sanitized tank
•Hoses: 1 ½” or 2”, sanitized, enough to reach the tanks
•Pump: Customer to provide 2” air pump (diaphragm) or waukesha pump (lobe) 
    for heavy lees only (red or bentonite)

•Bin: Capture bin for DE scrapings

•Wine: Lees must be pumpable
•Lot size: Minimum 400 gallons

CAUTION: Do not add SO2 to fermented lees before treatment

Should these requirements not be met at the time of service, Winetech reserves the 
right to reschedule, revise pricing and/or cancel the service
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